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Funky Rock with a guitar edge has a drive that's new and tempting and tasting a bit of ACDC. The vocals

are on the way to Sammy Hagar and dare you to sing along while massive changes and percussive

attacks make it "different" and "fresh", "years of wisdom 10 MP3 Songs ROCK: Funk Rock, ROCK:

Classic Rock Details: Brook Dillon? What do you think of when you see the name Brook Dillon? Running

river, Brooke Shields, Dill pickle, Matt Dillon. There, now that is taken care of you don't need to go there!

Writing, playing, performing and sending a message has always been a strong desire for this artist.

Writing tunes since he was nine (not that any of the early ones were any good!), Brook always had a

desire to reach people. With all the nasty messes in today's world, Brook has been given a grand

opportunity to reach people. That's just what he is doing with his first CD "Pick N'Choose". It's all ready

receiving positive critical acclaim within the recording industry. Brook plays many instruments. He is most

proficient with the drums, yet he plays guitar, bass and keyboards with enough strength to command a

say in the songs. He also sings all of the vocals on this CD. Brook's musical influences range from classic

rock (Heart, Kansas, Beatles, Rush, Led Zepplin, Steely Dan) to jazz (Billy Cobham, Freddie Hubbard,

Miles Davis, Art Tatum, Max Roach). Brook played the drums ("tiger set") since he was 3 years old.

Spoons and forks made great drumsticks. He jammed with his brothers, Zack and Brent, for many years

and they eventually formed a band called The Link. The Link experienced great traffic and great club

response during its time. Brook performed on many cable stations, had tunes played overseas in different

parts of Europe from a previous six song EP "Caught in the act", and sang backup vocals with his brother

Brent for various bands produced by acclaimed producer Tom Lubin. During all this he was always writing

and recording on his own. He was honing his craft to arrive to what is now known as PICK N'CHOOSE.

He is currently playing an acoustic set or two in small pubs and bars throughout different locations in Los
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Angeles. "A band will eventually have to be formed; the music has more life than the acoustic guitar can

handle." Stay in touch at brookdillonto find out more news in the future. The music on Pick N'Choose has

a drive that's new and tempting. Massive changes and percussive attacks make it "different" and "fresh".

"Years of wisdom, emotion and experience have helped this music flourish."
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